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Abstract: Two–dimensional (2D) materials have been shown 
powerful in catalysis. Engineering 3D bulk materials to 2D form can 
enhance the exposure of the active edge sites to the substrate, which 
are believed to be the origin of the high catalytic activity. Herein, we 
report the production of 2D ‘few–layer’ antimony (Sb) nanosheets by 
cathodic exfoliation. Application of this 2D engineering method turns 
Sb, an inactive material for CO2 reduction in its bulk form, to an active 
2D electrocatalyst for reduction of CO2 to formate with high efficiency. 
The high activity is attributed to the exposure of a large number of 
catalytically active edge sites. Moreover, this cathodic exfoliation 
process can be coupled with the anodic exfoliation of graphite in a 
single compartment cell for in situ production of few–layer Sb 
nanosheets and graphene composite. The observed further increased 
activity of this composite is attributed to the strong electronic 
interaction between graphene and Sb. 

The electrocatalytic CO2 reduction reaction (CO2RR) is of 
considerable interest because of its potential for both the storage 
of intermittent renewable energy from wind and solar and the 
conversion to value–added fuels and other chemicals in a 
sustainable manner.[1] However, a great number of possible 
products, including CO, formic acid (or formate, depending on pH, 
“formate” is used hereafter to represent both forms), 
hydrocarbons and oxygenates, can be generated with poor 
product selectivity (i.e., low Faradaic efficiency, FE, for each 
product), energy efficiency (i.e., large overpotential, η) and 
durability.[2] In addition, the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is 
a prevalent competing reaction because the equilibrium potentials 
for the CO2RRs are close to that of the HER (0 V vs. the reversible 
hydrogen electrode, RHE; all potentials reported in this work are 
with respect to this reference unless otherwise noted) and the 
kinetics for HER is relatively facile.[3] Thus, significant advances 
in the development of effective and selective catalysts for the 
CO2RR are required to tackle these issues. 

Among the various products from CO2RR, formate is a liquid 
fuel with high energy density, and regarded as a useful hydrogen 
carrier for fuel cell applications.[4] Several post–transition metals, 
such as Pb, Sn, In and Bi, have been shown to catalyze the 

reduction of CO2 to formate.[3,5] However, antimony (Sb) has 
received much less attention as an electrocatalyst for the CO2RR, 
despite that it is adjacent to the active Sn and Bi in the periodic 
table. This is probably due to the catalytically active sites being 
not highly exposed in the bulk material.[5d] It is of great interest to 
exploit the application of Sb for electrocatalytic CO2RR. 

Several nanostructural engineering strategies have been 
identified to optimize the performance of metal catalysts for the 
CO2RR, such as nanoparticle size and morphology modulation, 
alloying, surface modification, core–shell structuring, meso–
structuring and integrating molecular catalyst with covalent 
organic frameworks.[6] Recently, two–dimensional (2D) 
engineering has emerged as an effective approach to arouse the 
catalytic activities of materials that are essentially absent or 
considerably inferior in their bulk forms.[7] For example, 
nanostructured transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs), such 
as MoS2, have been demonstrated as promising alternatives to Pt 
for catalyzing the HER.[8] The activity of MoS2 nanoflakes scales 
linearly with the length of the edge, rather than surface area, 
indicating that the edge is the catalytically active site.[9] MoS2 and 
WSe2 have also been identified as effective catalysts for the 
CO2RR in ionic liquid media using water as a proton source, in 
which the edges are mainly responsible for the catalytic 
performance.[10] Xie’s group[11] reported a partially oxidized cobalt 
catalyst with a 2D layered structure for the electrocatalytic 
reduction of CO2 to formate at low overpotentials. The distinctive 
catalytic property, which is absent in bulk cobalt, is likely due to 
both the 2D structure and the oxidation state.[11] All the above–
mentioned research as well as many others[12] indicate that 
reducing the thickness of bulk crystals to a few layers or even one 
layer can promote the catalytic activity, which is attributed to the 
dramatic increase of active edge sites and defects, the enhanced 
hopping of electrons and/or the enlarged surface areas. 

Sb crystal adopts a rhombohedral layered structure (terms as 
b–phase) with a space group of R3m (Figure 1). Theoretical 
studies have predicted that Sb could exist in 2D form 
(antimonene) with high stability and interesting properties.[13] 
However, there are only a few reports of the experimental 
preparation of antimonene,[14] which severely restricts the 
exploration of its fundamental properties and further applications. 

Herein, for the first time, we demonstrate the preparation of 
few–layer Sb nanosheets (SbNS) from bulk crystal via a cathodic 
exfoliation method; this has been proven to be a simple, economic, 
environmentally friendly, yet efficient, approach for the mass 
production of classic 2D materials, such as graphene and 
TMDCs.[15] Detailed characterizations confirm the nanosheet 
features of the obtained few–layer Sb. In contrast to the bulk 
counterpart, SbNS were found to selectively and efficiently 
catalyze the reduction of CO2 to formate. The unlocked catalytic 
activity of Sb is ascribed to the increased number of active edge 
sites in the SbNS. Furthermore, when coupled with the anodic 
exfoliation of graphite, the few–layer Sb nanosheet–graphene 
(SbNS–G) composite can be readily formed in an in situ manner. 
This composite showed an enhanced performance towards the 
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CO2RR, compared to the SbNS, due to a synergistic effect 
resulting from the strong electronic interaction between graphene 
and SbNS. 

 

Figure 1. Side view of the Sb crystal structures and schematic illustration of the 
electrochemical exfoliation procedure to prepare Sb nanosheets. Green flakes 
are SbNS and brown spheres are cations (e.g., Na+). 

Bulk Sb crystal can be viewed as the ABC stacking of 
monolayer Sb along the c-axis direction and adjacent layers 
interact through van der Waals interactions.[13a] This implies the 
possibility of exfoliating bulk Sb to 2D nanosheets using either 
liquid–phase exfoliation or electrochemical exfoliation methods 
established previously for other 2D materials.[15b,16] The 
electrochemical exfoliation of Sb was carried out in a two–
electrode system with 0.5 M Na2SO4 as the supporting electrolyte. 
A small Sb crystal (of good purity and crystallinity, see Figure S1 
in the Supporting Information, SI) connected to a copper wire and 
a Pt foil were used as the cathode and anode, respectively. A 
direct current (DC) potential of 10 V was applied between the Sb 
and Pt electrodes to drive the electrochemical exfoliation (see 
Experimental in the SI for details). After washing and mild 
sonication, well–dispersed SbNS were obtained, showing typical 
Tyndall effect (Figure S2).  

The anion of the supporting electrolyte has little influence on 
the exfoliation process, while cations with either too large (i.e., 
Cs+) or too small (i.e., Li+) sizes compared to the interplanar 
spacing of Sb crystal decrease the exfoliation rate (Table S1). 
From these observations and previous reports on electrochemical 
exfoliation of graphite to graphene at the cathode,[15a,b] a 
mechanism of electrochemical exfoliation is proposed as follows 
(Figure 1): application of a potential which is more negative than 
the point of zero charge results in negatively charged Sb layers, 
which drives the intercalation of cations (e.g., Na+) for charge 
screening. This leads to the expansion and eventual exfoliation of 
Sb crystal. It is worth noting that cathodic exfoliation intrinsically 
possesses the advantage of not introducing any oxidation to the 
as–prepared materials,[15b] an unavoidable aspect for anodic 
exfoliation that is particularly problematic for Sb due to its 
electrochemical instability. 

Figure 2a depicts a typical TEM image of the SbNS, which 
clearly outlines the nanosheet structure. Energy–dispersive X–ray 
spectroscopic analysis of the sheets shows that the major 
elemental composition of the nanosheets is Sb, while only a small 
peak of O is present (Figure S3). The average lateral size is 350 
nm (Figure S3). As displayed in the high resolution TEM (HRTEM) 
image in Figure 2b, lattice fringes with a distance of 0.31 nm are 
clearly observed, which can be assigned to the (012) crystal plane 
of rhombohedral Sb. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
characterizations (Figure S3) reveal that the mean thickness of 
the nanosheets is ~3.5 nm, corresponding to four layers of Sb 
sheets,[14a] and about 60% of the exfoliated product comprises 
nanosheets of no more than 4 layers. 

The majority of SbNS was exfoliated along c–axis during the 
electrochemical exfoliation process. An evidence is that, 

compared to the bulk crystal (Figure S1), the (003) and (006) 
diffraction peaks are absent in the powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
patterns of the SbNS (Figure 2c). The remaining strong peaks, 
such as (012), are consistent with the HRTEM results, and 
confirm the good crystallinity of the SbNS, in tandem with Raman 
spectrum (Figure S3). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
was utilized to analyze the oxidation state of the elements; the 
high–resolution XPS spectrum of Sb 3d and O 1s is deconvoluted 
and shown in Figure 2d. The Sb 3d3/2 and Sb 3d5/2 peaks clearly 
demonstrate that the SbNS are mostly Sb(0) (binding energy of 
537.7 and 528.3 eV) and only a slight amount can be assigned to 
Sb3+ (binding energy of 540.0 and 530.6 eV).[17] The oxide is 
probably formed in the storage period before XPS analysis. 

 

Figure 2. SEM (a), HRTEM (b) images, XRD pattern (c) and XPS spectrum (d) 
of the SbNS. 

By virtue of its nanosheet morphology, the SbNS exposes a 
greater number of edges than the bulk counterpart, which is 
expected to be more active in electrocatalysis. To assess the 
possibility of using the SbNS as catalyst for the CO2RR, linear 
sweep voltammetric curves (LSVs) were recorded in N2– and 
CO2–saturated 0.5 M NaHCO3 solution using bulk Sb and SbNS 
modified glassy carbon electrode (GCE) as working electrode, 
respectively. As shown in Figure 3a, both electrodes show a 
larger catalytic current under CO2 atmosphere than that under N2 
atmosphere, while the SbNS exhibits a lower onset potential and 
significantly increased catalytic current density (normalized by the 
geometric surface area) compared to bulk Sb. The SbNS 
electrode also shows a broad process centred at –1.06 V under 
the CO2 atmosphere, which is absent under the N2 atmosphere. 
Similar process was also observed by our group[18] and other 
researchers[19] at different electrocatalysts and has been assigned 
to the reduction of CO2. 

Potentiostatic electrolysis was conducted over the potential 
range of –0.56 V to –1.36 V and the data of FE for the products 
vs. applied potential are presented in Figure 3b, which 
demonstrate that H2, CO and formate are the reduction products 
with a combined FE of around 100% over the whole potential 
range. The gaseous and liquid products were quantified by gas 
chromatography (GC) and 1H NMR, respectively, and no other 
products were detected. The selectivity towards formate and H2 
is dependent on the applied potential while FE for CO does not 
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vary significantly with applied potentials (~5%). The FE for 
formate reaches a maximum of ~84% at –1.06 V (overpotential of 
0.97 V for formate[12b]). 

 

Figure 3. (a) LSV curves of bulk Sb and SbNS in N2–saturated (dash lines) and 
CO2–saturated (solid lines) 0.5 M NaHCO3 solution (pH values 8.5 and 7.2, 
respectively). Scan rate 50 mV s–1. (b) FE for formate (blue), CO (grey) and H2 
(orange) on SbNS electrode at different applied potentials. (c) Polarization 
curves of small and large SbNS modified GCEs in CO2–saturated 0.5 M 
NaHCO3 solution, scan rate 50 mV s-1. The mass loading of Sb was measured 
by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). 

We speculate that the enhanced activity of SbNS arises from 
the edge sites exposed after electrochemical exfoliation, which is 
the case in MoS2 for catalyzing the HER[9] and Ag nanoplates for 
catalyzing the CO2RR.[20] In addition, SbNS produced by shear 
exfoliation method showed moderate HER activity due to the edge 
sites.[14d] To test our hypothesis, SbNS with different sizes (Figure 
S4) were separated via centrifugation at certain rotation speed 
and casted on a GCE to obtain the current response in a CO2–
saturated 0.5 M NaHCO3 solution. As shown in Figure 3c, the 
peak Imass (current normalized by the mass loading of Sb on the 
electrode) at –0.96 V associated with the smaller SbNS (average 
lateral size of 170 nm) is 3.6 times as large as that found for the 
larger SbNS (average lateral size of 485 nm). Imass instead of I was 
used to take into account the difference in the surface area (see 
detailed explanation/justification in the Supplementary Note in the 
SI). The positive correlation between Imass and the lateral size of 
SbNS (hence the length of its edge) confirms that edge sites are 
indeed more active. 

The structural and electronic interaction of the catalyst with a 
support, such as graphene or a metal surface, has been widely 
proven to be critical in electrocatalysis, which leads to the 
synergetic enhancement of the reactant adsorption and reaction 
kinetics.[5c,7,12c,21] Using the electrochemical exfoliation method, 
we can readily produce Sb–graphene composite materials in a 
single compartment electrochemical cell to probe the effect of the 
interaction on the electrocatalytic performance of the CO2RR. 

As illustrated in Figure 4a, when the Pt anode is replaced by 
a graphite rod during the exfoliation of Sb at the cathode, the 
graphite can be electrochemically exfoliated into graphene, which 
has been used by several groups to produce high–quality 
graphene.[15c-e] Due to the electrostatic interaction between the 
freshly exfoliated graphene and the Sb flakes, graphene–Sb 
composite can be readily prepared. After washing and sonication, 
the composite can be re–dispersed well in water (Figure S5). The 
SbNS adopt a face–to–face structure to couple with graphene 
sheets (Figure S5), which can maximize the interaction between 
these two components and is expected to lead to strong electronic 
coupling. The produced graphene is of high quality (Figure S5). 

The SbNS–G modified GCE exhibits a higher Imass compared 
to SbNS (Figure S6). Moreover, the SbNS–G presents a higher 
selectivity towards formate at lower overpotentials than bulk Sb 

and SbNS (Figure 4b). At a potential of –0.96 V (overpotential of 
0.87 V), it delivers the maximum FE for formate of 88.5% whereas 
SbNS gives its maximum FE of 84% at –1.06 V. Other products 
were confirmed to be H2 and CO. The partial current density for 
formate of the SbNS–G is considerably larger than that of bulk Sb 
and SbNS (Figure 4c). For example, the value of SbNS–G at –
1.07 V is 1.5 and 16 times higher than that of SbNS and bulk Sb, 
respectively. Collectively, these results prove that, by 2D 
engineering the structure and further compositing with graphene, 
we can transform Sb from a catalytically inactive material to an 
active form. 

 

Figure 4. (a) Schematic illustration of the electrochemical cell for the in situ 
formation of the composite. FE (b) and partial current density (c) for formate at 
different applied potentials on bulk Sb (orange), SbNS (blue) and SbNS–G (red). 
(d) Raman spectra of SbNS, SbNS–G and Sb NS physically mixed with 
exfoliated graphene (SbNS–G mix).  

When SbNS is composited with graphene, Imass is not 
expected to change significantly if the number of edge sites is the 
only factor that determines the catalytic activity. The enhanced 
catalytic ability of SbNS–G could be attributed to the synergetic 
effect between SbNS and graphene. This effect is likely to arise 
from a strong electronic coupling between SbNS and graphene, 
as proven by Raman spectrum (Figure 4d) and Sb 3d3/2 XPS 
spectrum (Figure S7). A red shift of both Eg and A1g peaks, 
especially the A1g peak (7.8 cm–1) was observed in the SbNS–G 
sample. The red shift of Raman spectrum has been observed in 
other 2D composites,[22] which was attributed to the n–type doping 
from graphene to the other material. The Sb 3d3/2 XPS spectrum 
of SbNS–G also presents a negative shift of binding energy (~0.5 
eV) compared to that of SbNS. Similar negative shift has been 
reported in the graphene supported SnO2 nanoparticles and was 
attributed to the electron donation from graphene.[5b] In the SbNS–
G composite, electrons from the lower work function graphene 
(~4.43 eV)[23] tend to migrate across the Sb-G boundary to the 
higher work function SbNS (4.55–4.70 eV)[24], increasing the 
electron density at the surface of SbNS. No Raman or XPS 
spectrum shift was found in the physical mixture of exfoliated 
SbNS and graphene, which indicates this electronic interaction 
only occurs in the in situ formed composite. 

The strong electronic interaction of metal nanoparticles with 
graphene is capable of tuning the adsorption energies of reactant 
and/or intermediates on the nanoparticle surface and hence 
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modulating the reaction kinetics of, for example, CO2RR, HER 
and CO oxidation.[5b,21a,25] Tafel analysis was conducted to probe 
the influence of such electronic interaction on the CO2RR 
mechanism of our materials. A large Tafel slope associated with 
bulk Sb suggests that CO2 adsorption is likely to contribute to the 
rate determining step/s.[3] The continuous decrease of Tafel slope 
from bulk Sb to SbNS–G (Figure S8) indicates an enhanced CO2 
adsorption ability and therefore improved catalytic activity. This 
electronic interaction induced performance enhancement is also 
evidenced by the positive shift of onset potential (Figure 3a and 
S6), in agreement with previous finding on enhanced CO2RR 
activity from Au nanoparticles embedded in graphene.[25b] 
Furthermore, A Tafel slope of 110 mV dec–1 of SbNS-G is in an 
excellent agreement with the expected value of 117 mV dec–1, 
suggesting that *CO2/*CO2·- (* stands for an adsorbed species) 
step becomes rate-limiting.[3,5b,11] Additionally, the SbNS–G also 
shows great stability with imperceptible activity or selectivity loss 
over 12 h (Figure S9). 

In summary, we have demonstrated the preparation of few–
layer SbNS by cathodically exfoliating bulk Sb crystal for the first 
time, which represents a facile, environmentally friendly and 
efficient route to the production of few–layer 2D materials, and	is 
intrinsically scalable for massive processing. The few–layer 
structure was confirmed by microscopic and spectroscopic 
characterizations. More importantly, the electrochemical 
exfoliation approach also enables the in situ production of SbNS–
graphene composite in a single electrochemical cell when 
coupled with the anodic exfoliation of graphite. This composite 
material shows the capability to catalyze the electroreduction of 
CO2 to formate selectively and efficiently, in stark contrast to the 
inactivity of bulk Sb. The enhanced performance is attributed to 
more catalytically active edge sites brought about by exfoliation 
and the strong electronic interaction between graphene and Sb 
enabled by the in situ preparation method. 
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Experimental Methods 

Materials and Apparatus 

Na2SO4, NaCl, NaNO3, NaHCO3, K2SO4, dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and ethanol (absolute GR, 

99.7%) were purchased from Merck; Bulk antimony crystal (99.99%) was purchased from Jinjia 

Metal (China). LiCl and CsClO4 and Nafion (5%) were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. All the 

chemicals were used without further purification. All the aqueous solutions were prepared with 

Milli Q water (18.2 MΩ cm). 

Raman spectra were obtained using a Renishaw inVia Microscope with a 514 nm laser source 

and X–ray Diffraction (XRD) data were collected with a Bruker D2 PHASER powder 

diffractometer (Cu Kα radiation, λ = 0.15406 nm). X–ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

measurements were carried out on a Kratos Axis Ultra with a monochromatized Al Kα X–ray 

source. The core level binding energies were corrected with the C1s binding energy of 284.8 eV. 

Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images and energy–dispersive X–ray spectrum (EDS) 

were collected on a FEI Tecnai G2 T20 TWIN TEM equipped with Bruker Quantax 400 X–ray 

analysis system. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was carried out with an XE–100 (Park Systems). 

1H NMR experiments were undertaken with a Bruker DRX400 spectrometer at frequencies of 

400.2 MHz. Gas chromatography (GC) was performed with an Agilent 7820 A gas 

chromatography system equipped with a HP–plot molesieve (5A) column and a thermal 

conductivity detector (TCD). The carrier gas was helium (99.99%) for CO analysis while nitrogen 

(99.99%) was used as carrier gas for H2 analysis. The retention times were compared with known 

compounds. The content of antimony in the samples was quantified by inductively coupled plasma 

mass spectrometry (ICP–MS) on PerkinElmer’s NexION 2000. DC regulated power supply 

(voltage range: 0–30 V; current range: 0–5 A, Jaycar electronics) was used for all the 



electrochemical exfoliation process. All other electrochemical experiments were conducted on a 

CHI 760D electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments, Austin, Texas, USA) at room 

temperature (22 ± 2 °C). 

Electrochemical Exfoliation of the Antimony Crystal and Graphite 

All the exfoliation processes were carried out in a two–electrode system. The antimony crystal was 

broken into small pieces with size of several millimeters to work as cathode. The crystal was 

connected with the DC power supply by a copper wire. A Pt foil was used as anode for the 

exfoliation of antimony nanosheets and a graphite rod was used as anode for the in situ formation 

of antimony nanosheet–graphene composites. The two electrodes were placed in parallel at a fixed 

distance of ~1.5 cm. The solution was aqueous 0.5 M Na2SO4. Other salts were used in control 

experiments. A direct current (DC) potential of 10 V was applied to drive the exfoliation. Once 

the exfoliation finished, all the materials in the electrochemical cell were centrifuged at 5,000 rpm 

for 3 minutes, washed with H2O and recollected by centrifugation. The washing step was repeated 

for at least 5 times to ensure that all the electrolytes were removed. Afterwards, the obtained 

powder was dispersed in solvent (ethanol for antimony nanosheets and water for the composite) 

via mild sonication for 30 min. The precipitants were discarded by centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 

5 minutes and the supernatant was taken out for further measurement and characterizations. The 

powder of the sample was obtained by centrifugation of the supernatant at 12,000 rpm for 20 min 

and drying at room temperature overnight. To obtain nanosheets with different size, the 

supernatant was centrifugated at 5,000 rpm for 3 minutes. Afterwards, the upper 2/3 supernatant 

was carefully taken out as small nanosheets while the remaining part was dispersed in ethanol by 

sonication as large nanosheets.  

Electrocatalytic CO2 Reduction Measurements 



Cyclic voltammetric (CV) measurements were carried out in aqueous NaHCO3 solution (0.5 M) 

saturated with N2 or CO2 by bubbling N2 or CO2 for at least 30 minutes in a conventional three–

electrode cell comprising a platinum wire counter electrode, an Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) reference 

electrode and a glassy carbon electrode (GCE, 3 mm in diameter) as the working electrode. To 

prepare the working electrode, the catalyst (4 mg) and Nafion solution (30 µL) were dispersed in 

water–ethanol (1 mL) with a volume ratio of 3:1 by sonicating for 1 h to form a homogeneous ink. 

Then the dispersion (7 µL) was pipetted onto a pre–polished GCE and dried under an infrared 

lamp. In order to convert the potentials (E) to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) reference 

scale, the following formula was used. 

E (vs. RHE) = E (vs. Ag/AgCl) + 0.210 V + 0.059 V × pH. 

Electrolysis was performed in a gas–tight two–compartment electrochemical cell with a glass 

frit as the separator. Each compartment contained 10 mL electrolyte (0.5M NaHCO3) and the 

headspace is approximately 22.5 mL. A piece of carbon cloth (1 cm×1.5 cm) was generally used 

as the counter electrode, an Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) as reference electrode and a modified glassy 

carbon plate (0.3 cm×1.4 cm, 40 µL catalyst ink was loaded) as working electrode. For bulk 

antimony, a piece of antimony tablet with known surface area was used as working electrode. 

Before electrolysis, the cell was degassed by bubbling CO2 gas for at least 30 min. The solutions 

in both compartment were stirred during electrolysis. After the electrolysis, a small fraction of the 

cell's head space products (200 µL) was sampled by gas–tight syringe and analyzed by GC. 

Afterwards, 0.6 mL electrolyte was taken out and mixed with 0.1 mL D2O and 0.1 mL DMSO 

(diluted to 100 ppm (v/v) by water prior to use) added as an internal standard. The samples were 

quantitatively analysed by 1H NMR.  



Supplementary Figures 

 

Figure S1. (a) Photograph of the bulk antimony crystal. (b) SEM image shows the edges and 

terraces of the bulk crystal. The XRD patterns (c) and Raman spectrum (d) confirm the good 

crystallinity of the b–phase bulk antimony and layered structure. The standard diffraction peak 

position and relative intensity of rhombohedral antimony (JCPDS card No. 35–0732) are displayed 

at the bottom of (c). 

Antimony is a silvery, lustrous gray metalloid (Figure S1a) and is stable in air under ambient 

conditions.[1] As visualized in the SEM image in Figure S1b, the bulk antimony crystal displays 

an obvious layered structure, in which the edges and terraces can be clearly seen. Figure S1c shows 

the XRD patterns of the antimony crystal and the major diffraction peaks at 23.69°, 28.69°, 40.08°, 

41.95°, 48.43° and 51.59° can be indexed to (003), (012), (104), (110), (006) and (202) of 

rhombohedral antimony (JCPDS card No. 35–0732). The strong peaks of (003) and (006) indicate 

the well–crystalized layered structure along the c–axis. The chemical structure was characterized 

by Raman spectroscopy (Figure S1d). The Eg peak at ~112 cm–1 is an in–plane vibrational mode 



while the A1g peak at ~150 cm–1 is an out–of–plane vibrational mode, which matches well with 

previous theoretical prediction and experimental results.[2] 

 

 

Figure S2. Photograph of the dispersion of electrochemically exfoliated antimony nanosheets in 

ethanol, displaying the Tyndall effect. 

Upon applying the DC potential bias (10 V), many antimony flakes dissociated from the bulk 

crystal and became suspended in the solution, and a fraction of the flakes precipitated at the bottom 

of the electrochemical cell. Two possible reasons are responsible for the precipitation of the flakes: 

the salt effect of the colloidal stability[3] or the incomplete exfoliation of the flakes. The exfoliated 

antimony flakes were collected using centrifugation and washed thoroughly by water to remove 

residual electrolyte. Uniformly distributed SbNS were obtained by dispersing the washed 

antimony in ethanol and mildly sonicating for 30 min, which showed a typical Tyndall effect 

(Figure S2). 



 

Figure S3. (a) EDS of the SbNS. (b) Statistics of the lateral size of SbNS from TEM images. (c) 

Raman spectrum of SbNS. AFM image (d) and height profile (e) of the white line. (f) Statistics of 

the height of Sb nanosheets from AFM images.  

The Raman spectrum of the SbNS shows clear peaks of Eg and A1g that match the spectrum of 

Sb crystals well, indicating the high quality of the exfoliated SbNS. From the AFM image, the 

nanosheet morphology of the SbNS and each sheet has uniform thickness and smooth surface. 

 

 

Figure S4. Statistics of the lateral size of the small (a) and large (b) SbNS.  



 

Figure S5. (a) Photograph of the antimony nanosheets–graphene composite. The Sb content was 

72.4 wt%, determined by ICP–MS. (b) TEM image of the composite. White arrows indicate the 

graphene with typical wrinkles. The antimony nanosheets adopt a face–to–face structure to couple 

with the graphene sheets. (c) C1s XPS spectrum of the composite. (d) The Raman spectrum shows 

the D and G bands of graphene and the Eg and A1g bands of antimony. 

In the C1s XPS spectrum of the composite, the main peak at 284.8 eV is related to the graphitic 

carbon (sp2 carbon) while the other two peaks at 286.6 and 289.0 eV are carbon in C–O bonds and 

carbonyl carbon, respectively. The content of the components associated with oxygenated 

functional groups is significantly less than that in the chemically reduced graphene oxide,[4] which 

indicates the high quality of the produced graphene. The peaks at 1347 and 1568 cm–1 in the Raman 

spectrum are attributed to the disordered (D) band and graphitic (G) band of graphene and the 

intensity ratio (ID/IG) between D band and G band is 0.32. This is much lower than that of 

chemically or thermally reduced graphene oxide (~1.2 to 1.5),[4] indicating that only a small 



amount of defects was introduced during the anodic oxidation,[5] which is consistent with the XPS 

result. 

 

Figure S6. Polarization curves of SbNS and SbNS–G modified glassy carbon electrodes in CO2–

saturated 0.5 M NaHCO3 solution. Scan rate 50 mV s–1. 

 

Figure S7. Sb 3d3/2 XPS spectrum of SbNS, SbNS–G and Sb NS physically mixed with exfoliated 

graphene (SbNS–G mix). 



 

Figure S8. Tafel plots of SbNS–G (red), SbNS (blue) and bulk Sb (orange) electrodes. 

 

Figure S9. i–t curve of antimony nanosheets–graphene composite during the long–term 

electrolysis at –0.96 V in 0.5 M CO2–saturated NaHCO3 solution. 

Stability under electrocatalytic turnover is a significant criterion to assess an electrocatalyst. 

The i–t curve indicates that the total current density was steady at around –8 mA cm–2 for 12 h 

(Figure S9). In addition, the same electrode was used in another electrolysis run in a refreshed 

bicarbonate medium under the same applied potential for 2 h to examine the selectivity for formate. 

A nearly identical FE of 87.8% for formate was achieved, implying the activity and selectivity are 

largely retained after the long–term electrocatalytic reaction.  



Supplementary Note 

Explanation/justification of using Imass instead of electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) 

normalized current (IECSA) to take into account the difference in the surface area of different forms 

of SbNS when comparing their catalytic activity for the CO2RR. 

Ideally IECSA should be used to take into account the difference in surface areas associated with 

SbNS of different forms. ECSA is often determined from either double layer capacitance or the 

charge associated with an under-potential deposition (UPD) process (for example hydrogen UPD 

on Pt). Unfortunately, the first method is not applicable to SbNS-G due to the large contribution 

from graphene. We are also unaware of any UPD process that could be utilized to determine the 

ECSA of Sb with high accuracy and reproducibility. For these reasons, Imass was used instead. This 

is valid since AFM data suggest that the average thickness of 2D SbNS is size independent in our 

case, hence ECSA of SbNS is proportional to its mass. On the same basis, the total length of the 

edge associated with SbNS is inverse proportional to its size when the mass is kept constant.  

  



Supplementary Tables 

Table S1. Parameters and results of the electrochemical exfoliation of antimony crystal. 

Electrolyte Bias Results 

0.5 M Na2SO4 +10 V no exfoliation 

0.5 M Na2SO4 –10 V rapid exfoliation 

0.5 M NaNO3 –10 V rapid exfoliation 

0.5 M NaCl –10 V rapid exfoliation 

0.5 M LiCl –10 V slow exfoliation 

saturated K2SO4 –10 V rapid exfoliation 

saturated CsClO4 (50 °C) –10 V slow exfoliation 

 

  



Table S2. Comparison of the performances of SbNS based catalysts with other state–of–the–art 

format–formation electrocatalysts in aqueous media. 

Catalyst Method Electrolyte FEmax
[a] ηmax FE

[b] 
(V) 

jformate
[c] 

(mA cm-2) 
Ref. 

Partially oxidized Co atomic 
layer hydrothermal reaction 0.1 M Na2SO4 90.1% 0.16 9.54 [6] 

Ultrathin Co3O4 layer hydrothermal reaction 0.1 M KHCO3 64.3% 0.15 0.44 [7] 

Electrodeposited Sn electrodeposition 0.1 M KHCO3 91.7% 0.67 0.92 [8] 

Graphene supported SnO2 
nanocrystals hydrothermal reaction 0.1 M NaHCO3 93.6% 1.07 9.55 [9] 

Electrodeposited Sn/SnO2 electrodeposition 0.5 M NaHCO3 ~40% 0.61 0.72 [10] 

Sn gas diffusion electrode rolling–press 0.5 M KHCO3 73.0% 1.07 9.82 [11] 

Porous SnO2 nanosheets on 
carbon cloth electrode 

hydrothermal reaction 
followed by calcination 0.5 M NaHCO3 89% 0.88 48.6 [12] 

SnS2
 
derived Sn on rGO hydrothermal reaction 0.5 M NaHCO3 84.5% 0.68 11.75 [13] 

Sn quantum sheets confined 
in graphene 

hydrothermal reaction 
followed by calcination 0.1 M NaHCO3 89% 1.07 18.78 [14] 

Porous Sn nanowires solvo–plasma; acid 
etch; annealing 0.1 M KHCO3 78% 0.91 ~9.1 [15] 

Core–shell Ag–Sn bimetallic 
nanoparticles 

wet chemical reduction; 
galvanic displacement 0.5 M NaHCO3 87.2% 0.81 ~18 [16] 

Hierarchical Bi dendrite electrodeposition 0.5 M KHCO3 ~89% 0.65 2.4 [17] 

Bi nanodendrites electrodeposition 0.5 M NaHCO3 96.4% 1.07 15.2 [18] 

Sn–Pb alloy on carbon cloth electrodeposition 0.5 M KHCO3 79.8% 1.28 57.3 [19] 

Pd–Sn alloy wet chemical reduction 0.5 M KHCO3 99% 0.34 ~1.9 [20] 

Nitrogen–doped graphene high–temperature 
pyrolysis 0.5 M KHCO3 73% 0.75 5.48 [21] 

Polyethylenimine–enhanced 
N–doped carbon nanotubes 

NH3 plasma–treated 
carbon nanotubes 0.1 M KHCO3 87% 1.07 8.27 [22] 

nitrogen-doped nanoporous 
carbon/carbon nanotube 
composite 

high–temperature 
pyrolysis 0.1 M KHCO3 81% 0.9 ~3.2 [23] 

SbNS in situ electrochemical 
exfoliation 0.5 M NaHCO3 

~84% 0.97 3.2 This 
work SbNS–G 88.5% 0.87 7.5 

[a] The maximum faradaic efficiency for the formation of formate. [b] Overpotential at FEmax, calculated with respect to the 
formal potentials in ref [13]. [c] Partial current density for formate at FEmax.  
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